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Students of the week

Always improvingAlways improving

We have had some amazing performances by our students over the last

week. During the mens competition on Wednesday, Jim Synott got 43

points to take the win, and only at the halfway point of his lesson

package. He was closely followed by a fellow star student, Liam

Cafferkey, with 41 points.

A special mention goes out to Terry Keating, who has lost 8 shots off his

handicap since October, when he had his first lesson.

Want results like this? Book a session now to start improving your game.

Book now >Book now >  

Fittings done rightFittings done right

We had an amazing session with superstar students 10 year old Jackson &

his dad, Cameron. Thank you so much Colin Field for all your help and

expertise in finalising Jackson's ProdiG club fitting. Jackson will be shooting

record scores in no time!
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If you woud like to get fitted, book one now by clicking here to ensure that

you are using the right equipment for your swing.

Ladies, let's golf

Do you have a lady in your life that you want to get into golf? This is the

perfect way for her to start. Ask her to register for our free introduction

sessions.
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To register or to find out more, contact Sally Stringer on 0414 555 985 or

email here here.

2020 Summer Cup winner

Congratulations to Surfers Paradise member, Taylor Barr, for being the

gross winner of the 2020 Summer Cup held here at Surfers Paradise Golf

Club. This is a junior one day event, organised by the GCDGA, and junior

golfers from all over South East Queensland compete. Taylor shot a 2 under

69 on the day. Great golfing Taylor. 
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Just a few weeks prior, Taylor shot an incredible course record equalling 7

under 64!

 New Year, new gear



Paul's Pro Shop DealsPaul's Pro Shop Deals

For this week, TaylorMade TP5 and TP5X golf balls are down to $54.95!

(RRP $74.99). Floor stock only, while stocks last.

Reserve yours >  

A TaylorMade collector's item on offerA TaylorMade collector's item on offer

We have a one of a kind 2017 TaylorMade US Open commemorative Tour

Staff bag on offer here at the Pro Shop. This is a one of a kind bag and as

such we have only 1 on offer. The cost of the bag is $579. If there is any

genuine interest, please get in contact with Rian in the Pro Shop.
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  Make it yours >

 Bushfire Appeal Raffle

Let's do our bitLet's do our bit

With the recent bushfires that have ravished many of our Australian

communities. The Surfers Paradise Golf Club has organised a raffle where

by the winner will receive a fully fitted set of PING or Callaway clubs to the

value of $2700. 

Tickets are only $10 each so please give generously. All money raised will

be split between 'Bushfire Wildlife Rescue' 'Volunteer Emergency Services'

and 'Red Cross Disaster Relief and recovery program'.

http://www.surfersparadiseproshop.com/contactus


Reserve your tickets >

New irons now?
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One of the challenges too many golfers have is an iron fitted incorrectly.

The incorrect lie angle causes the face angle to twist as the toe hits the turf

first.

 

 

 

That means the spin axis of the ball becomes tilted. 

The ball goes right.

 

 

Give yourself the best chance to send a golf ball on its way with a horizontal

spin axis. You’ll have better results.

 



Could you be getting better?Could you be getting better?
Don’t settle. Golf has so much more to offer each of you. Technology that

makes you longer, with a fitting that makes you straighter, means your best

golf is ahead of you.

Contact us >Contact us >

Act on your feelings
 

 

We have talked about how craving the joy, satisfaction, and

accomplishment from better ball striking on approch shots should

motivate an action.

 

 

You play 120-160-metre approch shots so often. They have a material

impact on your score card, but more importantly on your experience. 
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How much would you like to improve your experience on short and mid

range approach shots?

 

 

Is that desire enough to take some action?

 

 

 

YOUR PLAN NEEDS TO DRIVE QUICK RESULTS

Whatever your plan, you need to make sure that it quickly provides results

in the form increased pleasure. Pleasure will help keep you committed.

 

Pleasure in the journey and resultPleasure in the journey and result
We’re here to make learning fun, as well as deliver the end result of a better

expience from your golf game.



 

This mail was sent to {{contact.contact_email}} by Paul Orchard and is provided as

a service for the members and guests of Surfers Paradise Golf Club and has been

supported and sponsored by advertisers in this email and our partner suppliers. For

any queries contact us on 07 5575 1666.
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